Measurement of Wenzel roughness factor by laser scanning confocal microscopy
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The Wenzel roughness factor $r$ is one of the most important parameters to characterize a super-hydrophobic surface. In this study, in order to prove the feasibility of using laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) to measure the roughness factor $r$, the detected $r$ values by LSCM on texture-regular surfaces were compared with those calculated firstly, and then the $r$ values measured by LSCM for texture-irregular rough surfaces were compared with those measured by AFM. The results show that the $r$ values of texture-regular surfaces measured by LSCM are close to those calculated, and the LSCM measured $r$ values of texture-irregular surfaces with small roughness are consistent with those measured by AFM. Moreover, the $r$ values of texture-irregular surfaces with large roughness can only be measured by LSCM, the detected $r$ values of three such super-hydrophobic surfaces are $2.13 \pm 0.01$, $2.12 \pm 0.01$ and $2.13 \pm 0.02$, respectively. In addition, it is proved that the $r$ measured by LSCM as a line length ratio is equal to the original definition of roughness factor as the ratio of actual area of solid surface to the horizontal projected area. Consequently, it is reliable to measure the $r$ value of a texture-irregular surface with large roughness in micro or submicro scale by LSCM.

1. Introduction

There are two classical wetting theories to describe droplets on rough surfaces: the Wenzel model and the Cassie–Baxter model as shown in Fig. 1, where the Wenzel model is expressed as:

$$\cos \theta_w = r \cos \theta_0 \quad (1)$$

in which, $\theta_0$ and $\theta_w$ are the intrinsic and equilibrium contact angles respectively, and $r$ is the dimensionless roughness factor, which is defined as the ratio of the actual solid surface area to the apparent projection area of a rough surface. Both roughness factor $r$ and roughness can represent the rough degree of a surface, but roughness is different from roughness factor. Roughness refers to the microstructure size of a surface, with the dimension of length.

The condensation research on super-hydrophobic surface has important value in practical applications, such as anti-frosting in air conditioning and refrigeration, and self-cleaning of car windshield. In these cases, condensate drops are expected to be spherical and depart from the material surface as soon as possible. However, Chen and his partners found that the condensate drops presented either a Cassie state or a mixed Wenzel–Cassie state only on a surface with proper roughness factors. Enright and his coworkers proved that the possible wetting state of condensate drops under nonequilibrium conditions was determined by energy and roughness factor $r$. Enright et al.,16 Liu et al.,17 and Rykaczewski et al.18–20 reported that only on the nano-structured surfaces with proper roughness factors, the small condensate drops could grow to the final partially wetted droplets. Shirtcliffe et al.21 showed that both contact angle and contact angle hysteresis on rough surfaces were obviously influenced by roughness factor. It can be concluded that roughness factor $r$ plays an important role for the drops in their super-hydrophobic behavior, and the determination of it is valuable for the research on the super-hydrophobic surface.

The $r$ value of a surface with regular microstructure can be calculated by corresponding formulas directly,22 while that of a surface with irregular microstructure can’t be found by calculation. For the latter, two assay methods are usually employed to obtain the $r$ value. One is to calculate $r$ by eqn (1) after the apparent contact angle $\theta_w$ is measured. However, the equilibrium Wenzel state of a droplet is difficult to realize because it’s not easy for a sessile drop to immerse its

Fig. 1 Two wetting models of drops on rough surfaces.
underneath microstructure completely and just in equilibrium state at the same time. Therefore, large errors occur with this method. The other scheme is to measure \( r \) value by atomic force microscope (AFM). However, it is hard for the AFM probe to penetrate into the microstructure deeply and consequently, it is only applicable to the surface with small roughness. For example, Qu et al.\textsuperscript{23} and Khedir et al.\textsuperscript{24} measured the super-hydrophobic surfaces with low \( r \) values of 1.42 and 1.7, respectively. But it is difficult for AFM to measure the \( r \) values of surfaces with large roughness correctly.

Laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) scans sample surfaces with laser and forms a photography with high-contrast and high-resolution. When a surface is scanned by LSCM, there is no restriction on roughness and any surfaces with different \( r \) values may be detected by LSCM without damage to the sample or to the machine.\textsuperscript{25} Currently, LSCM is mainly applied to the biological field, such as observing cell apoptosis and analyzing DNA and RNA quantitatively, and it has not yet been reported in literatures that the roughness factors of super-hydrophobic surfaces are determined by LSCM.

Therefore in this work, we tried to apply LSCM to measure the \( r \) values of different rough surfaces. The reliability of measuring the \( r \) values by LSCM was proved by the companied AFM measurement for low rough surfaces since the assay results by LSCM and AFM were consistent. But for the surfaces with large roughness only LSCM could be used to measure the high \( r \) values while AFM is limited in this case because the AFM probe is difficult to penetrate into the microstructure deeply.

\section{2. Materials and methods}

\subsection{2.1 Materials and instruments}

Aluminum foil (purity > 99\%, 2 mm in thickness), and (heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetradecyl)trimethoxysilane (analytical pure) were purchased from Dalian aluminum factory (China) and Alfa Aesar (USA), respectively. Hydrofluoric acid (HF), hydrochloric acid (HCl), methanol, acetone and ammonia were all analytical pure (Aladdin Reagent Co.).

A scanning electron microscope (SEM, NOVA NANOSEM 450, FEI, USA), a LSCM (Olympus OLS4000, Japan) with 405 nm wavelength of semiconductor laser applied, and an AFM (Picoscan 2500, Agilent Technologies, USA) were used in the experiments. The probe of AFM is a rotated monolithic silicon one, with symmetric tip shape, tip height 17 \( \mu \text{m} \), and tip set back 15 \( \mu \text{m} \). And the tapping mode was utilized in the AFM experiments.

\subsection{2.2 Surface preparation and characterization}

\subsubsection{2.2.1 Texture-regular surfaces}

Three Si-based super-hydrophobic surfaces with regular microstructure were provided by Wang’s research group of City University of Hong Kong and the preparation method was reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{26} These surfaces, with regular square micro posts, were named as \( S_{11}, S_{12} \) and \( S_{13} \) respectively. The micro pillars are in height \( (h) \) of 15 \( \mu \text{m} \), cross section side length \( (d) \) of 8 \( \mu \text{m} \) and pitch (side length \( d \) plus the distance between two pillar walls \( s \) of 30 \( \mu \text{m} \), 40 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 50 \( \mu \text{m} \) respectively. The microstructures of the surfaces \( S_{11}, S_{12} \) and \( S_{13} \) were observed by SEM, AFM and LSCM.

\( r \) value of a texture-regular surface can be calculated directly through the following formula:

\[
r = 1 + \frac{4dh}{(d + s)^2}
\]

\subsubsection{2.2.2 Texture-irregular surfaces}

Surface pretreatment: before experiments, the aluminum foils (10 mm $\times$ 10 mm $\times$ 2 mm) were cleaned and rinsed with acetone and deionized water in turn and then with a ultrasonic cleaner. Subsequently, the clean aluminum foils were immersed into HF aqueous solution (50\%, v/v) to react for about 10 min at 20 $^\circ$C. The etched aluminum foils were rinsed repeatedly with large amount of deionized water, and cleaned with ultrasonic cleaner, and then dried at 90 $^\circ$C for 30 min for later experiments. (1) Preparation of Al-based super-hydrophobic surfaces by acid etching: Since etching time affected contact angles of etched surfaces significantly,\textsuperscript{27} we pretested their relations to determine the suitable etching time for great contact angle. As shown in Fig. 2A, when the etching time is 4–6 min, the contact angle of the surface is larger than 150$^\circ$. Hence, the pretreated aluminum foils were etched in 5 M HCl aqueous solution for 4 min, 5 min and 6 min respectively. After that, they were rinsed repeatedly and cleaned again with deionized water and ultrasonic cleaner in turn, and then dried at 120 $^\circ$C for 30 min. When the dried aluminum foils cooled to room temperature, they were immersed into (heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetradecyl)trimethoxysilane methanol solution (1\%, wt) for 1 hour, and then were dried at 120 $^\circ$C for 1 hour. Three such surfaces were prepared and named as \( S_{a1}, S_{a2} \) and \( S_{a3} \) respectively. (2) Preparation of Al-based super-hydrophobic surfaces by alkaline etching: Fig. 2B displays the relation between the contact angle and the etching time for the surface. It can be seen that the contact angle of the surface is larger than 150$^\circ$ when the etching time is 2–4 hours. Hence, the pretreated aluminum foils were etched in NH$_4$$_3$ aqueous solution (75\%, v/v) for 2 hours, 3 hours and 4 hours respectively. After that, they were rinsed repeatedly and cleaned again with deionized water and ultrasonic cleaner in turn, and then dried at 90 $^\circ$C for 30 min. When the dried aluminum foils cooled to room temperature, they were immersed into (heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetradecyl)trimethoxysilane methanol solution (1\%, wt) for 90 min, and then were dried at 120 $^\circ$C for 1 hour. Three such surfaces were prepared and named as \( S_{b1}, S_{b2} \) and \( S_{b3} \) respectively.

Moreover, the contact angle hysteresis of above mentioned six surfaces were measured with a contact angle meter (OCAH200, Dataphysics, Germany). The hysteresis of all these surfaces is smaller than 5$^\circ$, as shown in Table 1.

The microstructures of the above prepared texture-irregular surfaces were observed by SEM firstly. According to the SEM graphs, the surfaces with smaller roughness were selected to measure the \( r \) values by LSCM, and AFM, respectively, and the surfaces with relatively larger roughness were selected to measure the \( r \) values by LSCM.


2.3 Roughness factor measurement by LSCM

LSCM images any point in space and then 2D or 3D images of a sample are formed through computer scanning. In our experiments, after a measured surface was placed on the sample table, the laser was pointed to a spot on the surface far away from the edges of the sample firstly. Then the laser started to scan along a straight line from the spot as the origin. After a certain length was scanned the laser returned to the origin and the sample table was rotated clockwise for 12°. Then the second straight line scanning was performed. In this way, totally thirty lines were scanned from the same origin. Then the laser was moved to another origin and the scans were repeated. Totally three origins were selected and ninety straight lines were scanned. On a texture-regular surface the scanned length of each line was 2500 μm, while on a texture-irregular surface the length was 2300 μm. Additionally, the rough heights of measured surfaces, z coordinate values, were recorded every 0.125 μm along each scanned straight line. If \(x_i\) and \(z_i\) mean the \(x\) and \(z\) values at a measured point \(i\) along a scanned line, the line length ratio of actual laser scanned surface curve to the projected straight line for each scanned line can be calculated by:

\[
r_j = \frac{\sum_{i=2}^{n} \sqrt{\left(x_i - x_{i-1}\right)^2 + \left(z_i - z_{i-1}\right)^2}}{x_n - x_1}
\]

where \(n\) equals to 20 001 and 18 401 respectively for texture-regular and irregular surfaces.

Finally the line length ratio of a measured surface can be obtained by the average of all \(r_j\) values of 90 scanned lines, i.e.:

\[
r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{90} r_j}{90}
\]

And the line length ratio will be proved to be the same as the area ratio of a rough surface in the later part of this study.

2.4 Roughness factor measurement by AFM

AFM can record the undulating movement of the cantilever by interaction force between the surface and the probe on the cantilever. Thus, the \(x, y, z\) of each scanned point and the final 3D morphology of the surface are obtained. In this experiment, the area \(D\) of 10 μm × 10 μm on a surface was selected and scanned by the probe of AFM. Then \(r_j\) can be calculated by the formula below based on the recorded \(x, y\) and \(z\) values:

\[
r_p = \frac{\int_{D} \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{\partial z}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial z}{\partial y}\right)^2} \, dx \, dy}{100}
\]

The tests on each surface were repeated in three different regions. Finally, roughness factor \(r\) of a measured surface can be obtained by:

\[
r = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{3} r_j}{3}
\]

2.5 Statistical analysis

The tests on each surface were repeated three times \((n = 3)\), and the results were expressed as the mean value of the data ± standard error. Significant levels were determined using the one-way analysis of variance and expressed with \(P < 0.05\).

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Morphology of rough surfaces

3.1.1 Texture-regular surfaces. A SEM image of the texture-regular surface \(S_{a1}\) was shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the microstructures with square cross sections are uniformly and orderly distributed. The morphology of the surface is the same as that in literature.
3.1.2 Texture-irregular surfaces. Fig. 4 represents the SEM images of the microstructures of the smooth surface before etching and all texture-irregular surfaces prepared with different etching methods. Compared with the smooth surface, all the etched surfaces display irregular microstructures obviously. In addition, the roughness of the surfaces etched by acid is obviously larger than that by alkaline by comparing Fig. 4B–D with E–G. This is because that the aluminum foils react with hydrochloric acid more violently than that with ammonia.

3.2 Roughness factors measurement by LSCM

3.2.1 Texture-regular surfaces. The three texture-regular surfaces of S₁₁, S₁₂ and S₁₃ were firstly scanned by LSCM along the path marked with a red line shown in Fig. 5A. And the corresponding scanned pillar profiles are shown in Fig. 5B–D. It is clear that the scanned microstructure sizes and post morphology by LSCM can reflect the actual structures of the surfaces.⁶

Then the r values of texture-regular surfaces S₁₁, S₁₂ and S₁₃ measured by LSCM as well as those calculated by eqn (2) are compared, as shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the r values from the two different methods are close to each other. In fact, the statistical analysis of the data shows that there is no significant difference between them in the three groups at P < 0.05, implying the feasibility of measuring r value by LSCM for a texture-regular surface.

3.2.2 Texture-irregular surfaces. Fig. 6 represents AFM and LSCM images of three texture-irregular surfaces etched by NH₃ aqueous solution. It can be seen that the microstructure scale of these surfaces is small and the average size of roughness is less than 1 µm.

The relatively smaller r values of the surfaces were measured by both LSCM and AFM, and the results are shown in Table 3. The statistical analysis shows that there is no significant difference between the data in the two groups at P < 0.05, implying the feasibility of measuring r value by LSCM for a texture-irregular surface.

The above results illustrate that the r values measured by LSCM are close to those determined by the other methods whether the surfaces are regular or not. Therefore, it is reliable to detect r values of micro super-hydrophobic surfaces by LSCM. Three texture-irregular surfaces with relatively large roughness etched by acid were thus used as examples for their r values detection by LSCM. And the scanned images are shown in Fig. 7. It is clear that the microstructure scale of the surfaces is large and the roughness average size is more than 3 µm. Meanwhile the measured r values are also shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the r values of these surfaces are indeed obviously greater than those of alkaline-etched surfaces. In addition, the AFM was also tried but limited to scan these surfaces since it is hard for the AFM probe to penetrate into the microstructure of these surfaces deeply.

Great r values are usually required for rough surfaces to sustain their super-hydrophobicity,¹⁳,²⁷ and the determination of the roughness factor is essential for the research on a super-hydrophobic surface. However, the reliable measurement methods of large r values for texture-irregular surfaces are limited to date. The LSCM was used for the first time in this study to measure the r values of super-hydrophobic surfaces, and it has been proved that the LSCM is able to detect rough surfaces with large r values.

3.3 Proof of line length ratio equal to area ratio

The r measured here by LSCM is the line length ratio (LLR) of a solid–gas interface curve to the horizontal projected line,
while the original definition of roughness factor $r$ is the ratio of actual area of solid surface to the horizontal projected area, namely the area ratio (AR). It is thus necessary to prove that the LLR is equal to the AR. The following is the proof.

### 3.3.1 Texture-regular surfaces

Square pillars with square pitch arrangement are used here as an example of a texture-regular surface as shown in Fig. 8.

The respective LLR of any two lines on the surface may be different due to the diverse positions of the lines. As an example shown in Fig. 8A, the LLR of line A is 1 while that of line B is greater than 1. Therefore, it is necessary to apply statistics to find the mathematical expectation of LLR for texture-regular surfaces. In another word, the demanded LLR should be the averaged LLR of all the lines on the surface.

If a solid–gas interface line at any position with length $l$ in horizontal direction is moved up for a distance of $(d + s)$ in vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 8B, the line-passed projection region is that of a parallelogram with base of $(d + s)$ and height of $l$, i.e. the area of $l(d + s)$, and the number of the pillars in the region is $l(d + s)$.

Now suppose the above solid–gas interface line has a width of $w$ ($w$ is sufficiently small) in vertical direction, then the projected area of the line is $wl$. Next consider the line-passed projection region mentioned above is fully covered by a lot of such solid–gas interface lines. Thus there will be $(d + s)/w$ lines in the region. If $A_i$ represents the solid–gas interface area of each line, then $\sum A_i$ means all solid–gas interface area in the region, i.e.:

$$\sum A_i = (d + s)l + 4dlh/(d + s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Furthermore, let $r_i$ represents the AR of each line ($r_i$ also means the LLR of each line if $w$ is sufficiently small):

$$r_i = \frac{A_i}{wl}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Then $\sum r_i$ is the summarization of all $r_i$ in the region:

$$\sum r_i = \frac{\sum A_i}{wl} = \frac{(d + s)l + 4dlh/(d + s)}{wl}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Finally, if $\sum r_i$ is divided by the number of all the lines in the region, the averaged LLR can be found:

---

**Fig. 5** LSCM images of three texture-regular surfaces. (A) The scan path on $S_{r1}$; (B), (C) and (D) the scanned pillar profiles of $S_{r2}$, $S_{r3}$ and $S_{r3}$ respectively.

**Table 2** Comparison of $r$ values by LSCM measurements and by calculation for texture-regular surfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$r$ (by calculation)</th>
<th>$r$ (by LSCM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_{r1}$</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.56 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{r2}$</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{r3}$</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[
\text{LLR} = \sum \frac{r_i}{(d+s)/w} = \frac{(d+s)l + 4hdl/(d+s)}{wl(d+s)/w} = 1 + \frac{4hdl}{(d+s)^2}
\]

(10)

which is just the same as the AR of the texture-regular surface, as shown in the eqn (2).

It is thus clear that the averaged LLR of a texture-regular surface is equal to the AR.

3.3.2 Texture-irregular surfaces. Consider a texture-irregular surface in square area with the apparent side length \( x \), as shown in Fig. 9, and suppose its actual solid-gas interface line length within \( x \) is \( L \), then the LLR is \( L/x \). Moreover, for a randomly texture-irregular surface, the statistically averaged structural parameters is independent on the locations of the surface. Then the \( L \) here is invariant with \( x \), and the actual solid-gas interface area is:

\[
\int_0^x Ldx = Lx
\]

(11)
then the AR is \( Lx/x^2 \), namely \( L/x \), which is equal to the LLR.

In a word, for a surface whether the rough structure is regular or not, the AR is equal to the LLR. Thus, it is feasible and reliable to measure the value of a texture-irregular surface by LSCM.

### 3.4 Validity of roughness factor measurement by LSCM

In our LSCM measurements, either for a regular or for an irregular surface, 30 radial lines were scanned from a same origin on the surface by rotating the sample table every 12°. Totally 3 such original points were randomly selected so that 90 radial lines were scanned. In this way, the value, the Wenzel roughness factor, can be averaged along different directions and at different locations on a surface. Moreover, the length of each scanned radial line is 2.3–2.5 mm, which is far greater than the micro scaled structures on a regular or irregular rough surface. Therefore, the measured values have statistical significance. We also think that this protocol is valid for any shaped rough surfaces as long as the scanned radial lines are enough. Thus we think the regular pillar shape does not influence the measurement although we only used one type of regular pillar structures.

The relation between light wavelength and the distinguishable distance is \( \sigma = 0.61\lambda/NA \), where \( \sigma \) is the minimum distinguishable distance, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength and NA means numerical aperture. NA is 1.25–1.30 when the multiple of objective lens is 90× to 100×. Since the wavelength of the LSCM we used is 405 nm its resolution to scan a rough surface will be about 200 nm. Therefore, the measurement of Wenzel roughness factors by LSCM is valid only for the rough surfaces with micro or submicro sized textures, but not nano scaled structures.

### 4. Conclusions

It is feasible and reliable to measure the values of surfaces with micro or submicro rough structures by LSCM. This method may be applicable more widely than AFM method because scan probe is not used by LSCM, so that any concerns about the damage of probe no longer exist, especially for the detection of a texture-irregular surface with large roughness.
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